
WELC Map
The Map in Augmented Reality.

TRAVEL IN AUGMENTED REALITY.



The first map format 
in Augmented Reality:
the pleasure of paper
and the potential of digital
in a single new tool,
useful, convenient, innovative,
in one word: essential.

Characteristics:

Closed map: 10,5x15 cm
Open map: 30x42cm
Paper: usomano 90gr
Print: Offset



AR AND POTENTIAL

A single “digital page” that includes cultural places of interest (such as monuments, churches, 
museums, historical places and points of interest) that in AR give the traveler the possibility of 
watching videos, purchasing tickets online, discovering events or reading texts with further 
information and commercial activities (such as bars, restaurants, clubs and shops) that will 
have the chance to showcase themselves with a direct link to their site, receive reservations 
directly from the map or send users to their social networks.



Geolocalization
is the identification of something's 
geographic position,
for example a smartphone.
Thanks to geolocalization
and an internet connection
a smartphone can become
a great and reliable navigator.

The points of interest 
and commercial activities
that partner with WELC Map 
can therefore have nearby users find 
and reach them easily
and send push notifications with offers, 
promotions and special invitations.

THE GEOLOCALIZATION



Using the app is simple
and intuitive, all you need to do is open 
the app,
frame the map and discover
additional multi-media content.

The app will also work
“in the real world” thanks to
geolocalization: you just need to
frame the road you're on
to see where the
points of interest are,
a brief description
and links with further information.

WTHA AUGMENTED REALITY APP 
AND WELC Map GEOLOCALIZATION.
Available FOR iOS and ANDROID.

87% Engagement.
Looking at an AR page,
users interact by
clicking 87% of the time.

$5.2 Billion con l’AR.
It's foreseen that augmented 
reality apps will generate 5.2 billion
dollars by 2017.

Buying is better.
Clients are 165% more inclined
to buy a product when it
includes an AR marketing component.

Available analytics:
- total number of app downloads
- total number of visualizations
- total number of interactions.



WORLD MARKET

The tourism market is in constant growth abroad as well as in Italy.



Tourists in Italy
from 2008 to April 2014:

Average stay of tourists in Italy:
+ 3,3%

3,7 GIORNI

ITALY



TARGET

Along with the increase of visitors in major cities around the world,
there's an increase in the expenses per person.
This makes tourists the most interesting target for any type of activity.

Spesa giornaliera pro capite
dei viaggiatori stranieri



WELC Map is distributed in all main spots 
that a tourist would visit in a city. 
Distribution can be calibrated based on the 
client's needs and in its own sales points.

DISTRIBUZIONE



During recent months SPAM has won the tender “InnovaCultura” 
launched by the UnionCamere and the City of Piancogno

and the Tender “Il Coraggio di Innovare” 
launched by the Region of Lombardy and Meet The Media Guru.

TENDERS



info@welcmap.com 
www.welcmap.com

Thank you.


